
IX.- ?MEDICAL ESSAYS AND REVIEWS.?No. II. 

By John Boyd, M.D., Slamannan. 

tint have come to han Among tlie Portuguese pvL^blicat-ions 
collection of papers 

prominent mention is merited by a 

Animal, Esgotos c 
headed " 

Questoes Hygienicas, Meph 
gaUde Publica ?tlie 

Kio de Janeiro e sua influencia so 

^ Public Health; con 
Brains of Pdo Janeiro and their infl^ienicas a0 Povo "?bo?? eluding with " 

Alguns Conselhos wo 
X'ires Farinha, whe Hygienic Counsels to the 

Peopitap He begins with ls Physician of Prisons in the Brazi 
\nostly French, on th 

a review of the opinions of various au 1? 
^ on t\ie genera 

influence of putrefying animal matters, ,] ' 

oUSj others high y 
health, quoting some as thfe 

toe emanations Prejudicial, and sums them up by remarking, 
beoome most 

if 
usually harmless, in certain circumsta 

gg of condensation, deleterious by general differences, varym&& 
^ t^e continuance 

condition of the locality, atmospheric press? > 

gome amusing 
of residence of the individual in these 1 

^or the obtaining o 
notices from Fleury are related as to t ie 

Antoine Dubois, o 
subjects effected by the celebrated ana 

fViat he attained o 
Paris, of whom his son, Paul Dubois, *iaVi , 

? 

e notwithstanding 
83 years, and was in perfect health a 

,vere stuffed with ana- 
his 

apartments, even his sleeping cliam e , 

rcBnnd us of the 
toniical 

macerations and preparations, 
^ Hare epoch. resurrectionist traditions of the ante bur 

^ 
c 

. 

aS regards dram- 
historical sketch of the conditions of Aao 

existing sewerage 
age is prefixed to the interesting accoun o 

? 

g 0f open ditches 
ot that city. This was first constituted by ?? 

^ 17H> all(^ then 
commenced before the second French invasi 

received the 
with defensive weirs enlarged into a cana , 

, 

re Qf ten streets 
storm-water and all the household, refuse an 

geminario de S. 
from Ilua de Cano to Prainlia, with that o 

y NVas so badly 
Jose and the prison deAljube to boot. 

fl ivp(i to the Rua da 
levelled that in high tides the water was re 

? \ caused the Alfandega, while the torrent-rains {chuvas o 

deposited in 
adjacent streets to be flooded and the sewage n 

?i^y that few 
all directions. These made the neighbourhood so 

reoverj myriads 
escaped the incessant epidemics of putrid tevei s. 

Woelv to the 

of 
mosquitoes originating in these ditches a 

infy_gtones, but 
nuisance. They were partially covered w P ? 

mepliitic 
this measure seemed to augment the virulen 
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emanation. In proportion as the city increased additional ditches 
were excavated, which only served to render the hygienic status 
worse, and not to drain off the tropical storm-waters; no scientific 
plan was adapted to purify the difficult topography of that capita , 

surrounded by gigantic mountains and containing numerous rocKy 
masses within its bounds. This condition continued till the crea- 

tion of the Companhia City Improvements in 1857,?the gloomy 
spectacle was daily exhibited of long strings of negro slaves 

or 

freedmen, each loaded with a barrel charged with feecal matter, 

proceeding in procession from the parishes near the port, depositing 
their burdens in adjacent fields, assailing the noses of every PaS" 
senger embarking or disembarking, and putting everybody passing 
that way in mortal terror of coming in contact with them, or, 

as 

termed in Eio, of being 
" attacked by a tiger!" 

The Companhia City Improvements was empowered to organize 
a system of mixed drainage, i.e., separate drains for rain water am 
for sewage, in the fashion of the plans adopted in Leicester 

an- 

other English cities. Practically those drains are divided into nv^ 
large districts, acting independently. The main drains, or galen^s> 
are brick built, oval, and from 1*10 metres to 2 metres high an 
1| metres in width. The solid contents are raised at fixed dis 

tances, and disinfected with sulphate of alumina, lime, a-nd cna 
coal, and these dried and converted into proiLdrette, benencia y 
utilized in agriculture. The water-pipes within the city do 

no 

appear, from inadequate levels, to carry off their contents dn ) 
> 

hence from stagnation or intense heat they are said to be msa 
brious rather than otherwise,?so much so, that lively debates ^ carried on as to whether the city improvements are healthy 

0 

otherwise. Statistics of the mortality of Rio de Janeiro iroU 

1853, before the institution of this drainage system, to 1879, appea 
to give weight to the accusation, thus:? 

From 1853 to 1856 the average amount of mortality was 8,69b 
1857 to 1860 .. .. 

9,766 
1861 to 1864 
1865 to 1868 
1869 to 1872 
1873 to 1876 
1877 to 1879 

8,525 
8,944 
9,696 

12,758 
11,541 

In other cities the mortality has been observed to _nota 
diminish after the institution of similar public undertakings, 
the reasons for the non-attainment of such favourable resul ^ 
the Brazilian capital appear to consist in the rapid /ncreaSu(jg; 
population; the marshes still remaining within the city boun? 

' 

the mud allowed to lie and dry in the streets; neglected w 
tanks and ponds; the cortigoes or hives?masses of over-crow ^ 

habitations, where families and individuals swarm with poor 1 ^ 
grants, Italians, etc., where every hygienic rule is outraged; Q 

hospitals scattered all over the city; to the slave-markets, 
w 
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the unhappy negroes dwell in even worse conditions than t 
Italians in the cortigoes; to the continual excavation 
water and gas companies ; to the great cutting down an c 

tion of trees for building purposes; and finally, to the abrupt 
mutations of temperature incident on weather changes. ̂  

portation of yellow fever from infected ports is ano er r?P 
factor in this dismal list of morbific causes. i 1 ie 

, the last named, Dr Farinha advises during its preva en 
ti.rono]1 i ̂ rbolic acid and coal tar,-the former to be t the streets, fosses, drains, etc., the latter to be arge^y ^ the infected districts. For his ably written and most mst 

essay, the author has laid us under indubitable obligations 
From, the Brazilian capital we have lately receive w ' P 

* ̂  an important serial in professional literature-ios Cursos Praticos e Theoreticos da Faculdade de Medicina do U 

^neiro?Review of Practical and Theoretical Courses, by the 

Medical Faculty of Eio de Janeiro-under the charge_ of^ tive Professors in that university. The first paper, by re 
of Clinical Surgery, V. Saboia, is a study of Pseuc\?;ar^rd?it subsequent on fractures of the limbs, which is sufficiently eiud it , 

sensible, and instructive, illustrated by the relation of five^ cases recently treated in the Hospital da Misencordia The aut 
appears to consider that in cases of false joint e s g 

. 

generally to blame,?an axiom to which considerable exception 
n^ay be taken. 

0 T 
? 

0 ?f Rather an amusing relation is given by Professor _ 

ouza 

^U1 a case of post-mortem examination of a newly-born in ai c 

1 

ful1)7 developed, which was judged to be au m an 1 , 

presenting two ecchymotic contusions on the temporal and in 
- 

^axillary regions, a reddish glow on the sternum, and a peit ? 

rP,)n 011 the upper palatine vault leading to the ciania ? 

e lungs floated freely in water, and the evidence o 

rrein.o horn alive and subsequently killed appeared to e comp . 

T? Br Souza Lima's surprise two pupils presented themselves ai 
stated that the baby was the product of a difficult parturition whereat they attended?a breech presentation, wherein they had perform partial craniotomy to complete the delivery. ie 

prolonged passage through the canal and the special presentation appears to have admitted air into the foetal thorax; which case auses some doubt to be thrown on the test of pulmonary oci 
lasia as conclusive of distinct respiration and live birth. 1 he 
airie author gives a notice of cadaveric examination of a negio fount 
jYlled ?y a gun charged with shot No. 8, passing obliquely upwards rough the thorax ; and from the precise and careful way in which. e report was drawn up it reminded us of some of Dr Littlejohn s or*, oniy |le n0? referred so largely to the views of Uler, Briand, Chaude, and Lucheze of the Medical School of Angers. 
A lecture on Blepharoplastia in the Clinica Ophtlialmologica is 

????MP 
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given by Prof, de Gouvea, wherein, after a definition of the sub- 

ject, all the various processes, from that of Dieffenbach, modified 

by Szymanowsky, to that of Wolfe of Glasgow, are enumerated 
an1 

illustrated by well-executed woodcuts, which, with the lithograph10 
plates at the end of the number, show that the Bio artists can 

compete with those of any metropolis. A resume of the lates 

discoveries as relating to the essential element of cholera 

Pasteur, Boch, Snow, Macnamara, and others, is given by Vi'Oi- 
C. de Freitas, which is highly readable and creditable, though n? 

perhaps advancing much that is new. Prom the laboratory ot Aua- 
tomia Pathologica Dr J. M. Eezende gives an account of a discoveiy 
of a liver with a single lobe, triangular in form, found in the cadaver 
of a negro, and numerous German and French anatomists are quote 
displaying the rarity of this anomaly. The lecture of Prof. Eric? 

Coelho 011 the Limits of Clinical Experimentation ; the paper 
0 

Lima e Castro on the Sub-periosteal Resection of the Femur; 
the 

concluding observations by Prof. Torres Thomem on a very ral(? 
case of Stenosis of the Tricuspid Orifice diagnosed during life an 

verified by the autopsy, made me feel gratified by the renege 

acquaintance with the Portuguese that enabled me to enjoy 
f'ie 

perusal of them. ... 

In the 5th Sept. No. of the Weekblad van liet Nederlandsch 
schrift voor Geeneeskunde, I see a notice of the vaccination at J*1 

Janeiro against yellow fever, introduced by Dr Domingo Freue> 
which has obtained so much confidence that the Mexican Govei'1 

ment is endeavouring to secure the application of it at Yera 
CluZ' 

Freire's proc6de was regulated at the expense of the Braziha 

Emperor by Babourgeon, a pupil of Pasteur, and many pe0P^ 
especially captains of vessels, have voluntarily subjected theniseiv 
to this prophylactic. This is highly befitting in the subjects of tha^ 
monarch who, when he entered a scientific reunion at Paris, ca ^ 
some commotion, and the audience were calmed by the renia 
that there was only an additional philosopher present?" il 

qic1 un savant de plus." ,jlC 
We are favoured with some numbers of the Transactions oj 

Set i Kwai, a society for the advancement of medical science ^ 
Japan. The June number commences with a notice or 

Boma-ji Kwai?the name of a society recently organized in 
1? v ' 

with the object in view of establishing a uniform system of tra, 

literation of Japanese in Boma-ji or Boman letters, and of gradu ^ 
introducing the same as a substitute for the present systenr , 

writing with Chinese ideographs, and Japanese kana or alpha ^ 

Becognising the advantages which the introduction of sue 

system will give to the student of medicine, as well as to 
the 

gressive practitioner, by bringing them, so to speak, in closei 

tact with the knowledge of which they are in search, the coll:11t]ie 
of the Sei i Kwai have decided to devote a portion o 

Transactions of the Society to articles in Japanese written 
^ 

Boma-ji. We have English reports of the meetings of the 
Soci 
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the 169th, with Dr Takaki, F.B.C.S.,^ tips'o^both middle case of whitlow simultaneously involvm"r IB, which the fingers of both hands in Takenouc1 
Q'f the maid servants President suggested was due to t re p 
verandahs, of pushing there, when washing the whole length of the the wash-cloth before them. 

_ 

if?rnvama set 44, from whom Dr Kimura exhibited a patien , 

^ shoulder-joint on there had been amputated the left a 
at the axilla, Hr account of a recurring malignan ? 

tumour at the outse , Takaki considered it had been sebaeeou 
^ d Ericbsens which had burst, leaving the cyst behi , 

^ & {ungous growth. opinion that this may lead to the foi 
experiments with the Dr S. Suzuki gave the results of some f 

^ he haa filaria sanguinis huminis recently t011 J results. He narrated, used various culture processes with ne=> 
, ]iad suffered from the history and post-mortem of the pa i > 

were found in the chyluria, ansemia, and thoracic pains. 
Neuritis. The autopsy blood, and he died three months attei r 

infiltration in both showed extensive caseous and tuberculous 
lungs, in liver, and left kidney. 

cases of caries of Next meeting is principally occupied wn, 
^ of the supr. spine; and in the following number a c ? 

3S?u\w treated by maxillary bone, Miss Takasu, set. 21, ^\P(i in appearance; while Dr Takaki, and discharged much impro 
College, Tokyo, 

Dr S. Sato, Professor of Surgery m 1 

Qf the rhinoplasty 
gives a highly readable notice of his pert or ma 

f tllis newly operation in Harigaya, *t. 30, and a historic accoun introduced operation in Japan. 
Tinanese Kakke or W. Taylor, M.D., Ozaka, gives a paper on V 

riments in Periberi, in which he details the results 
blood of such cultivation of a micro-organism he discover 

. then one hare, patients,?flasks to flasks from 8 to L re 
inoculated. The two rabbits, one monkey, and two dogs 

SYmptoms of dogs gave no results, but all the others pr 
species. This kakke, and served to inoculate others of 
sheaths of the micro-organism was found most abundant wi 
waS a\So found nerves, the ganglia, the blood, and the kidneys. 

and in the 
in the urine of kakke patients, in canal wa_er, ' 

developed, 
soil. Prom each of these sources pure cu u* 

^ animals 
and inoculation made with, development of Ka 

.?> 

Spores are 
inoculated. Experiments were made showing <- 

^ m0st 
not killed in the process of cooking rice. 

_ 

Hence 

g jnfected, 
probable sources of infection is the eating o r 

From especially cold, a prevalent custom among; ie^JjJ'anism he the peculiar screw-like movements of this named it Beri-beri Spirillum. 
. 

er on gunshot 
The war of Sei-nan in 1877 gave rise to a 

^ -n wounds by S. M. Suzuki, staff-surgeon, 1.J.N- ?i 
. 

tlie 
the battle referred to conico-cylindrical bullets \ 
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enemy at first, but spherical bullets in the end; caunon balls and 
shells were used by them only to a limited extent from lack of 
such projectiles. This eight months' war produced 11,298 cases 
of wounds, of whom 9290 recovered and 2008 died, or 82? per 
cent, of cures, and 17 J of cases with fatal issue. The factors of 

the latter were erysipelas, diphtheria of wounded surfaces, gangrene., 
pyemia, septicajmia, and tetanus. 

In this campaign most of the amputations were performed 
secondarily, and with better results than in cases where primary 
amputation was done. Dr Ishiguro, surgeon-major of the army; 
thinks that unless circumstances should" admit of the patients 
being kept at rest for some days, primary amputation should not 
be performed on the field of battle. 

The review department in the publication is in Japanese printed 
in Roman characters, and the euphonious admixture of vowels and 
consonants, and the vocables frequently ending in u, five the 

iwi~ 

pression at first glance of a resemblance to the physiognomy of 
the 

lioumanian medical journals we received from Bucharest. 
The larger portion of this organ of the profession in the 

Mikado's dominions is printed in Chinese characters, looking like 

transcripts from the sides of a tea chest. With these, for obvious 

reasons, the readers of the Edinburgh Medical Journal will excuse 
me from intermeddling. O 


